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SUBTEXTS 

SH. J. Mamatkulova  

 Associate  Professor   Of  Samarkand State  Institute  Of  Foreign  Languages 

     Abstract -  In  recent  years  despite  the  significance  of  narratology,  a  

number  of  problems  and  restrictions  have  been  noted  by  scientists  of  the  

world.  These problems  and  restrictions,  which  span  from conceptual  to  

methodological,  have made  it  difficult  for  narrative  learners  to  fully  

comprehend  the  characteristics of  narrative  texts.  

Narratives  can  take different  forms,  including  books,  movies  and  video  

games.  Stories  must  have  clear  plot  and  a  linear  framework,  some stories  can  

have  a  non-linear  structure.  Due  to  the  fact  that  differing  definitions  of  

narrative  may  use  various approaches  interpret  narrative  texts.  How  to  discern  

between  story  and  other  types  of  speech  is  a  problem  in  narratology.  The  

interaction  of  form  and  content  in  narratology  is  another  problem. Although 

form and content are sometimes viewed as separate components in story analysis, 

they are actually intricately linked. The issue of how to approach literary materials 

that defy interpretation or contradict  preconceived notions about narrative is another 

constraint of narratology. 

 Keywords:   relationship, paradigm, attention, interpretive, illustration, 

structure, factor, construction, narrative, unnatural, phrase, description, method, 

describe, fact, cognitive, condition. 

 Narratology is constructed of  tales. It  has  mimetic bias that restricts its 

capacity for clarification and description. It differs from a mimetic effort or machine 

in a number methods, for instance, fun, critical. Narratives create a cohesive, made  

up universe that exists alongside the real world, such as fairy tales, animal fables or 

ghost stories. In particular instances, the narratives add greater supernatural aspects to 

depictions that are although exceptionally mimetic of reality. Idioms and stories in 

the one location in which indoors ideas, sentiments and motivations can be 
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anticipated to be gift. Instead of the social cognition phenomena, just like the identity 

of facial emotions. 

 The definitions of the narratives that function counter-examples may have had 

problems. Without even citing conventional, non-mimetic stories or realist narratives 

specifically those   who correspond to mimetic expectations and to the conventions of 

realism. Unnatural narratology makes a speciality of phenomena or  organizations of 

phenomena, the use of difference stories that diverge from normal conversational 

narratives.  

 Unnatural narratives consist of instances and occurrences which can be not 

possible in reality. This divergence increases the query of whether or not the two 

units of phenomena is probably confused. The omniscient narrator is one instance this 

is protected in extra element. The dominance of herbal conversational narratives, 

whose stage of relevance merits to be redefined, is any problem. From the very 

starting of the paintings on unnatural narratology, the topic of omniscience or the 

omniscient narrator is gift. 

 It includes “strategies and forms” which have advanced over the years without 

becoming “naturalized” or “conventionalized”. A storytelling method can be quite 

conventional although it deviates extensively from real-existence standards. 

Narratives provided through what’s regularly known as a “omniscient” third-man or 

woman narrator, who’s omnipresent and able to presenting get entry to the 

characters’ minds, function an appropriate instance of this. These varieties of 

narratives are not herbal due to the fact they do not correspond to any real storytelling 

situations, however now not visible as being novel or unorthodox. 

 In certain modernist fiction, narrators or third-person voices have the strength 

of mentality, just like magicians or wizards do. They have get right of entry to other 

characters’ thoughts, satiating the widely wide-spread urge for all of us to understand 

what their friends and peers are questioning and feeling. This is comparable to how  

postmodernist stories transcend the  constraints of the real world in these early types 

of fiction. 
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 Unnatural narratology wants to higher apprehend how fiction and fictional fact 

relate to one another. Since these narratives seem to have a relationship with the 

thinking of incompleteness in fictional worlds. There is a lot of work to be finished 

on how readers reply to unnatural narratives in phrases of how they fill in the text’s 

blanks or conversely are unaware of certain gaps. Unnatural narratology wishes to 

workout extra caution while trying to end up more diachronic.  

 Modern narratives do not subsequent works unless there are direct or oblique 

intertextual ties. Both theology and fee judgement are protected in the thought of 

foreshadowing. Material cannot be content with certainly categorizing supernatural 

beings like magicians and fairies or even the miracles in medieval tales, barring 

regard to their place inside a precise historic or cultural context. Over the twentieth 

and twenty first centuries, unnatural narratology has begun to cautiously check out 

the connections between the use of the unnatural and ideology, in a more universal 

feel.  

 The scholarly literature on the strange in media-movies, comic books, photo 

novels, video games, etc- is nonetheless far from sufficient. These are a handful of 

the viewpoints that will be present in the area in the future. 

        Despite the significance of narratology, a number of problems and restrictions 

have been noted by academics over the years. These problems and restrictions which 

span  from conceptual to methodological have made it difficult for scientists to fully  

comprehend the characteristics of narrative texts. The concept of narrative itself is 

one of the main problems in narratology. 

 How to discern between story and other types of speech is a problem of 

narratology. Although the majority of academics concur that narratives have certain 

structure and function, there is significant dispute over how to interpret and assess   

relevance of these structures and functions. The narrative and maintains the 

audience’s interest throughout the entire story. The connection between narrative and 

reality is one of the most important topics in narratology right now. Although stories 
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are sometimes thought of as reflecting or illustrating reality, they can also be 

considered as creating or even creating reality.  

 This prompts inquiries regarding the function of narrative in forming our world 

views and the moral ramifications of how narratives are communicated and 

interpreted. 

 Narratology is a significant area of research, although it is not without 

problems and restrictions. 
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